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Introduction
• 2016, not surprisingly, has been relatively quiet
from a legislative tax perspective
• The Courts are ever active in the areas of
dependents, divorce, and deductions
• The IRS Commissioner convened the second
Security Summit, and IRS is emphasizing personal
security issues in many different ways
• A Better Way and a new Administration could lead
to substantial tax reform in the early days of 2017
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Legislation
A Quiet Year…

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• Trade Preference Extension (TPE) Act of 2015 and Trade Priorities
and Accountability (TPA) Act of 2015:

–Pre-age 59½ withdrawals from retirement plans
generally are subject to a 10% penalty tax unless an
exception applies
• One exception is that distributions from a government pensiontype plan are not subject if made upon separation from
service after age 50 prior to the TPA
–State or local police
–Firefighters or
–Emergency medical services personnel
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• TPA broadens the category of eligible
governmental workers qualifying for the
penalty tax exemption to include (if age
50 and separated from service):
–Specified federal law enforcement
officers
–Custom and border protection officers
–Federal firefighters
–Air traffic controllers
• Effective for distributions after 2015

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• Trade Preference Extension (TPE) Act of 2015 and Trade Priorities
and Accountability (TPA) Act of 2015:
• Imposes new penalties on T/Ps who fail to file correct information
returns (think 1099-MISCs and W-2s) with the IRS after 12/31/2015
– A separate, but parallel penalty applies for failure to furnish the documents to
the payee/recipient
– Penalties are almost doubled (and at some levels, tripled), and depend upon
how “late” late is
• If an unintentional delinquency is corrected no more than 30 days after the return
due date, the penalty increases from $30 to $50 per document
• In the above case, the maximum penalty for some “small” taxpayers is increased
from $75,000 to $186,000
• The absolute due date for 1099-MISC and W-2s is 1/31/2017 for the 2016 calendar
year. One day late gets $50 per document failure to file, and $50 per document
failure to furnish penalty
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• Imposes new penalties on T/Ps who fail to file correct
information returns (think 1099-MISCs and W-2s) with
the IRS after 12/31/2015 and 12/31/2016
Small Business with

Gross Receipts

$5 Million or Less

*Adjusted for Inflation

Time Returns
Filed/Furnished

Returns Due
01/01/2011 thru
12/31/2015

Returns Due
01/01/2016 thru
12/31/2016

Returns Due
01/01/2017 thru
12/31/2017

Not more than 30 days
late (by 3/30 if due date
2/28)

$30 per
return/$75,000
maximum

$50 per
return/$185,000*
maximum

$50 per return/
$186,000* maximum

31 days late-August 1

$60 per return/
$200,000 maximum

$100 per return/
$529,500* maximum

$100 per return/
$532,000 maximum

After August 1 or not at
all

$100 per return/
$500,000 maximum

$260* per return/
$1,059,500* maximum

$260 per return/
$1,064,000* maximum

Intentional Disregard

$250 per/no limit

$520* per/ no limit

$530* per/ no limit

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Example: For 2016, XYZ Corporation fails to timely file 11,000
Forms 1099-MISC, including 1,000 corrected within 30 days;
10,000 corrected after August 1; and fails to file 400 Forms 1099INT. All are filed 9/28/2017. Gross receipts are < $5M, which
would have capped the penalties at $500k under prior law.
XYZ is subject to a total penalty of $1,154,000: $50,000 for the
1,000 filed within 30 days with correction; $1,000,000 for the
10,000 corrected after August 1; and $104,000 for the 400 Forms
1099-INT not filed until after August 1.
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• New due dates for returns starting in 2017 for 2016 returns
– Calendar year partnership and S corporations due date will be
the 15th day of the third month (March 15th)
– C corporations’ due date is moved to the 15th day of the fourth
month (for calendar years, that’s April 15th) unless the fiscal year
ends June 30th. In that case, the due date does not change until
tax years beginning after 12/31/2025
– Extensions are impacted
• S corporations have a six-month extension
• Partnerships will also have a six-month extension
• C corporations will go to a five-month extension

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• 7/31/2015, the Surface Transportation and Veterans Health Care Choice
Improvement Act of 2015 was signed into law:
Type of Return

Previous Maximum Extension
Period

Maximum Extension Period after
2015 Returns

Form 1041

Five months automatic

Five and one-half months automatic

Form 5500

Two and one-half months
automatic

Two and one-half automatic* (was
changed, then changed back)

Form 990

Three months automatic + three
months w/ approval

6 months automatic

Form 4720 (excise)

Three months automatic + three
months w/ approval

6 months automatic

Form 5227 (splitinterest trusts)

Three months automatic + three
months w/ approval

6 months automatic
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Why Change Due Dates?
S Corporation owns Partnership Interest – Needs
K-1 to complete the S Corporation return

Partnership issues K-1 to S Corporation, now S Corporation
can complete its return, and issue K-1 to its shareholder (but
remember, both partnership and S Corporation are now due
March 15, so the S Corporation is already extended)

The individual shareholder can race the S
Corporation K-1 to the tax preparer so the
individual 1040 can be (prepared?) (extended?)

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• 7/31/2015, the Surface Transportation and
Veterans Health Care Choice Improvement Act of
2015 was signed into law:

• For months after 12/31/2015, otherwise
eligible veterans are not disqualified
from contributing to HSAs on a pre-tax
basis merely because they receive
medical care under any laws
administered by the VA for a serviceconnected disability
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• 7/31/2015, the Surface Transportation and Veterans Health Care
Choice Improvement Act of 2015 was signed into law:

–Directs Treasury to Change Initial Due Date
and Provide for Extended Due Date For
FinCEN Form 114

• FinCEN Form 114, Report of Foreign Bank and
Financial Accounts (FBAR), previously had its own
due date of June 30th
• The Act changed the due date for 114s due for
years after 2015 to April 15th, the due date of the
individual Form 1040s, and now allow for an
extension of time to file along with the six months’
extension for the Form 1040

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• 7/31/2015, the Surface Transportation and Veterans Health
Care Choice Improvement Act of 2015 was signed into law:

–Directs Treasury to Change Initial
Due Date and Provide for Extended
Due Date For FinCEN Form 114
• On 12/16/2016, FinCEN issued a notice
that, to implement the change of due
dates, FinCEN will grant an automatic
extension to October 15, and specific
requests for this extension are NOT
required!
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• 7/31/2015, the Surface Transportation and Veterans Health Care
Choice Improvement Act of 2015 was signed into law:
• Effective for property with respect to which an estate tax return is filed
after July 31, 2015, large estates (those required to file estate tax
returns) are required to provide IRS with the value of property
included in the gross estate, to ensure consistent reporting for income
and estate tax purposes
• Notice 2016-27, 2016-15 IRB 576, made June 30, 2016, the due date
for:
– All Forms 8971 and attached Schedules A required to be filed with IRS After
7/31/2015 and before 6/30/2016, and
– All Schedules A required to be provided to beneficiaries after 7/31/2015 and
before 6/30/2016

Pre-2016 Legislation
Effective in 2016
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• This legislation caught practitioners and IRS by surprise – the
legislation was enacted 7/31/2015 and was effective
8/1/2015
• If property is somehow omitted by the executor from the
estate return and the statute has expired, the Regulations
proposed say that the basis for such assets shall be zero.
• In addition to executors, beneficiaries may also have to file
information when estate property is transferred to a related
person in a transaction where the basis is determined in
whole or in part by reference to that of the transferor.

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016

• By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH)
made permanent

• Child Tax Credit (CTC):
Note this is not the same as the credit for child and dependent care expenses or
earned income credit
Nonrefundable: Not blocked by AMT: No carryover
• Maximum credit is $1,000 per child
• Phased out if AGI exceeds:
Married filing joint
Single, head of household
Married filing separate

$110,000
75,000
55,000

• The phase-out rate is $50 for each $1,000 or part thereof in excess of the
above amounts
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes
(PATH) made permanent
• Additional Child Tax Credit (ACTC): (before PATH)
If the child tax credit exceeds the tax liability you may be eligible for the additional
child tax credit

Refundable: Not blocked by AMT
• It is the lesser of:
– The unused portion of the non-refundable child tax credit, or
– 15% of earned income in excess of $3,000 through 2017
– 15% of earned income in excess of $10,000 after 2017

• Families with 3 or more children may use an alternative calculation:
–

Excess of social security tax over earned income credit

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes
(PATH) made permanent
• Additional Child Tax Credit (ACTC) Made Permanent:
If the child tax credit exceeds the tax liability you may be eligible for the additional
child tax credit
Refundable: Not blocked by AMT
• It is the lesser of:
– The unused portion of the non-refundable child tax credit, or
– 15% of earned income in excess of $3,000
Families with 3 or more children may use an alternative calculation:
Excess of social security tax over earned income credit
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax
Hikes (PATH) made permanent
• American Opportunity Tax Credit – Made Permanent
A credit for post-secondary education expenses
Previously to expire after 2017, now permanent
Partially refundable: Not blocked by AMT: No carryover
• American opportunity tax credit
100% of the first $2,000
25% of the next $2,000
• Available only for first 4 years of college, and up to 40% of the credit is
refundable
• Phases out ratably for AGI in following ranges:
Married
Joint
$160,000 – $180,000
Single
$ 80,000 – $ 90,000

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) made
permanent
(Enhanced) Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) – Made Permanent
A credit for low income taxpayers
Scheduled to decrease after 2017. Now made permanent as follows
Refundable: Not blocked by AMT: No carryover
Must have earned income
Phase Out of Earned

Income

Credit for
Joint

Qualifying Children

Phaseout
Begins

2016

Rev Proc 2015-53
Others

Phaseout
Complete

Phaseout
Begins

Phaseout
Complete

None

$13,820

$20,430

$8,270

$14,880

One

$23,740

$44,846

$18,190

$39,296

Two

$23,740

$50,198

$18,190

$44,648

Three or More

$23,740

$53,505

$18,190

$47,955
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) made
permanent

Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)– Made Permanent
To determine the credit either:
• Complete the IRS worksheet (using tables)
• Have the IRS figure it
• Use the IRS computer assistant
Maximum EITC for 2016:

No Qualifying Children

$506

One Qualifying Child

$3,373

Two Qualifying Children

$5,572

Three or More Qualifying
Children

$6,269

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) made
permanent

Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)– Made Permanent
• You must have a valid social security number by the due date
of the return
• You cannot be married filing separately
• Investment income must be $3,300 or less
• Must be U.S. citizen or resident alien all year
• Must have lived in U.S. more than half the year
• Must be at least 25 but under 65
• Cannot be a dependent of another
• Qualified child cannot be used by another taxpayer
• There is an EITC assistant at www.irs.gov/eitc
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• Each of the preceding credits we just
reviewed – the EIC, the CTC/ACTC, and
the AOTC - all have refundable features,
in addition to application against tax
• PATH brings new due diligence
responsibility to tax preparers when a
return contains one or more of these
credits, then the preparer is to obtain
additional information from the taxpayer
and complete a Form 8867 “Paid
Preparer’s Due Diligence Checklist”

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• The penalty for the tax preparer to fail to perform the due diligence with
regard to the refundable credits is $510 per credit per return
• In addition, there are NO retroactive claims of the EIC, or the CTC/ACTC
or the AOTC
– If the T/P did not have an SSN or ITIN by the due date of the return (including
extensions), the child may not be claimed for purposes of those credits on the
original return
– Even if the child subsequently obtains an SSN (for the EIC) or an SSN or ITIN (for the
CTC/ACTC or AOTC, those credits are not allowed on an amended return

• If multiple preparers work on a taxpayer’s return, and one preparer
ascertains the qualifications for the EIC, that preparer must complete a
Form 8867 for the EIC. If another preparer ascertains the qualifications
for the same taxpayer for the AOTC, and that preparer signs the return,
then the Form 8867 is transmitted with the return, but both 8867s must be
retained by the firm preparing the return.
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
By Way of Reminder, the Protecting Americans from Tax Hikes (PATH) made
permanent

Tax Free Transfer from IRA to Charity
Previously expired after 2014
Now made retroactive and permanent
• Allows transfer from IRA direct to charity
• Excluded from income (reduces AGI)
• Available even if taking standard deduction
• Not limited to 50% of AGI
• Limited to individuals age 70 ½
• Meets RMD requirements
• Maximum $100,000 per year
• Benefit also to middle/lower income taxpayers

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Normal
IRA Distribution

Direct
200,000

100,000

Social Security ($30,000)

25,500

25,500

Adjusted Gross Income

225,500

125,500

(8,087)

(15,587)

(20,000)

(20,000)

Medical ($25,000)
Taxes
Charity
Exemptions

(100,000)
(8,100)

(8,100)

Taxable Income

89,313

81,813

Tax

13,895

11,995

Savings $1,900 – Higher Income
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Normal

Direct

IRA Distribution

40,000

36,000

Social Security ($30,000)

15,350

11,950

Adjusted Gross Income

55,350

47,950

Charity $4,000
Standard Deduction

(15,100)

(15,100)

Exemption

(8,100)

(8,100)

Taxable Income

32,150

24,750

3,895

2,785

Tax

Savings $1,110 – Middle Income

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Normal
IRA Distribution

Direct
25,000

21,000

Social Security ($30,000)

4,000

2,000

Adjusted Gross Income

29,000

23,000

(15,100)

(15,100)

(8,100)

(8,100)

5,800

-200

580

0

Charity ($4,000)
Standard Deduction
Exemptions
Taxable Income
Tax

Savings $580 – Lower Income
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
IRC Sec. 179 Expense
Generalities:
• Generally limited to tangible personal property
• Limited by business taxable income
• Excess above business taxable income carried over
• Available for new or used property
• Recapture if business uses less than 50%

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
IRC Sec. 179 Expense Limit History
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010 – 2014
2015 Permanent

$24,000
$100,000
$102,000
$105,000
$108,000
$125,000
$250,000
$250,000
$500,000
$500,000
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
IRC Sec. 179 Expense Small Business Limit History
(Purchases)
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010 - 2014
2015 Permanent

$200,000
$400,000
$410,000
$420,000
$430,000
$500,000
$800,000
$800,000
$2,000,000
$2,000,000

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
IRC Sec. 179 Available for Qualified Real Property – Prior Law
Qualified property
–

Leasehold improvements

–

Restaurant property

–

Retail improvement property

• Assets placed in service 2010–2014
• No carryover beyond 2014
• Maximum amount $250,000
–

Figured separately from other IRC Sec. 179 property

–

Overall maximum still $500,000

–

Necessary to allocate between two
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
IRC Sec. 179 Available for Qualified Real Property – Permanent

• Qualified property
–

Leasehold improvements

–

Restaurant property

–

Retail improvement property

• Assets placed in service in 2016
• No carryover limitation
• Maximum amount eliminated
–

Overall maximum still $500,000

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
IRC Sec. 179 Available for
HVAC Units
• For property placed in
service after 2015
• Air-conditioning and
heating units are
eligible for expensing
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Bonus Depreciation
Made retroactive to 1/1/2015 and extended; to be phased
out
Bonus Depreciation is available as follows:
• Property placed in service through 2017 50%
• Property placed in service in 2018
40%
• Property placed in service in 2019
30%
• Property placed in service after 2019
N/A

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Bonus Depreciation – Eligible Property
• MACRS 20 years or less
• Off-shelf computer software
• Qualified leasehold improvements
–

Nonresidential

–

Pursuant to lease

–

Unrelated taxpayers

–

Nonstructural interior improvements

–

Building must be at least three years
old
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Bonus Depreciation – Ineligible Taxpayers

• Property owned 80% or more by the owner of the
building in which the leasehold improvements are
made prior to 1/1/2016

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Bonus Depreciation – Original Use Defined
• Must be original use property
• The first use to which property is put
• Cost of reconditioned or rebuilt (used) property does not qualify
• Additional capital expenditures (new) to recondition or rebuild would
qualify
• Entire basis of new property acquired in 1031 exchange qualifies
• Property acquired for personal use, then placed in service for business
qualifies
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2016 Depreciation Rates for Autos and LightWeight Trucks
Chassis

Auto

Year One

Light-Weight Truck
$3,160

$3,560

Year Two

$5,100

$5,700

Year Three

$3,050

$3,350

Each Succeeding Year

$1,875

$2,075

For 2016, Bonus Depreciation on both Autos and
Light-Weight Trucks with add $8,000 to the Year One
depreciation amounts, unless the taxpayer “opts out”
of Bonus Depreciation.

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Increased Limits for Heavy Autos
(SUVs)
–Autos built on truck chassis rated at
more than 6,000 lbs. loaded
• IRC Sec. 179 limited to $25,000
• Bonus depreciation available on excess
(through 2019)
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Increased Limits for Heavy Autos (SUVs) - Example
New SUV purchased in 2016 for
First, take IRC §179
Remainder
Then, take bonus depreciation (50%
for 2016)
Then, take MACRS depreciation
allowance

$60,000
(25,000)
$35,000
(17,500)

Remaining basis
Total deductions taken in 2016

$13,940
$46,250

(3,560)

Assumes
100%
Business
Use

Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
Planning Pointers
• IRC Sec. 179 cannot create a loss (but see S corporation –
loss PLUS Shareholder wages from entity)
• Bonus depreciation can create a loss
• IRC Sec. 179 is available for used property
• Bonus depreciation is available for original use property
• IRC Sec. 179 can be used selectively
• Bonus depreciation is automatic after 179
• Taxpayers can elect out but election applies to entire class
of assets
• Election must be made by due date of return including
extensions (even if extension not filed)
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Pre-2016 Legislation Effective in 2016
• And a reminder about ObamaCare

• Shared Responsibility Penalty (Excise Tax) for 2016 returns for
individuals who fail to purchase Qualified Health Plan (unless
qualified for one of many exemptions), computed monthly,
is either:
1. The monthly national average premium for bronze level of
coverage offered for the applicable “family size” offered through
the “Exchange,” ($223 per month per individual, or $2,676 per
year, or $1,115 per month for family, or $13,380 per year). This is the
maximum SRP – compared with the greater of either:
1. $695 per uninsured adult plus $347.50 per uninsured person under the
age of 18, not to exceed $2,085, (annually), or
2. 2.5% of T/P’s household income for the year in excess of the income
threshold amount required for filing a 1040 return

21st Century Cures Act, Signed into Law
12/13/16
• Allows small businesses to establish Health Reimbursement Plans (HRAs)
without incurring penalties under ObamaCare
• Previously, in IRS Notices 2013-54 and 2015-17, both IRS and DOL
concluded that HRA plans were “group plans” and were therefore
subject to excise taxes of $100 per day per employee on health
insurance employer payment plans that did not comply with market
reforms. Penalties were effective after 6/30/2015.
• To be qualified for the new HRAs, the small employer (<50 employees –
non ALE) cannot have a group health insurance plan in place
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21st Century Cures Act, Signed into Law
12/13/16
• The maximum reimbursable under
the HRA is $4,950 ($10,000 if it covers
family members)
• Stringent reporting responsibilities
are imposed on the small businesses
– Must reflect inclusion in HRA on employee’s W-2
– Employee may NOT participate in the
marketplace with dollars reimbursed through
the HRA
– Employee may NOT claim the PTC with dollars
reimbursed through the HRA

The Courts
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The Courts - Dependency Exemptions
• Armando A. Rivas v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-158
– Filed delinquent for 2011 and 2013 – both returns were
selected for audit
– Multiple issues, including Cancellation of Indebtedness
Income ($27,287) not reported on the 2011 return, and for
2013, unreported gambling winnings of $10,000
– Claimed four children and himself on the 2013 return – only
another taxpayer had also claimed the four children as
dependents
– As pro se, filed multiple documents with the Tax Court, one
of which asserted that the IRS “was acting illegally and was
shaking me down and wanting to tax me on debts that
were forgiven.” He further asserted that the IRS is “corrupt.”
– The Court notified the taxpayer that it is authorized to
impose a penalty of up to $25,000 if it appears that “the
taxpayer’s position in (a) proceeding is frivolous or
groundless…”

The Courts - Dependency Exemptions
• Armando A. Rivas v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-158

– The Tax Court found that the taxpayer provided no
credible evidence to support his claim of the four
children (which had been claimed by his ex-wife, with
whom they lived the entire year) on his return for 2013
– For both 2011 and for 2013, the taxpayer had claimed
Head of Household filing status, which requires a
“qualifying child.”
– Taxpayer was denied the four exemptions for 2013, and
was denied Head of Household status for both 2011 and
for 2013.
– The taxpayer was subjected to penalties and interest on
the understated tax ($19,634 for 2011 and $16,004 for
2013), as well as penalized for substantial understatement
(an additional 20% on each year’s liability). The Court
did not assess the flat $25,000 for frivolous positions, but
cautioned that “we are unlikely to show leniency next
time.”
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The Courts - Dependency Exemptions
• June, 2016 – Aidan I Ogamba, et ux, v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-105
• June, 2016 – Steven N. Levi, et ux, v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-108
• August, 2016 – Paul A. Cappel, Sr. v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-150
• September, 2016 – Dale M. Conti v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-162
• September, 2016 – Armando A. Rivas v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-158
• November, 2016 – Yosef A. Tsehay v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-200
• December, 2016 – Malcolm D. Alexander v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016214

All taxpayers were pro se, and all were denied dependency
exemptions for children who either did not live with them or
were claimed by other taxpayers

The Courts - Alimony
• Criteria for Deductible/Taxable
Alimony/Maintenance
– Written divorce/separation agreement
•

No requirement for court order

– Paid in cash, check, money order
– Must terminate on death of ex-spouse
– Must not live together
– Must not look like child support
– No agreement voiding alimony
treatment
– Parties must not file joint return
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The Courts - Alimony
Barry M. Anderson v. Commissioner,
TC Memo 2016-47

• Temporary maintenance,
court ordered, deductible as
alimony
• In spite of no language
“cease on death” in order or
statute

The Courts - Alimony
Marie G. Leslie v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-171
• Taxpayer argued that payments received from ex-husband/attorney
under marital separation agreement were property settlement
payments
• Order gave her lump-sum plus percentage of ex-husband’s
contingent referral fees, which court deemed taxable to her as
alimony
• In spite of no language “cease on death” in order, California statute
provides for termination on death (parties can agree otherwise, but
had not in this case)
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The Courts – Demutualization of Life Insurance
Companies
• Dorrance, 807 F3d 1210 (9th Ci., 2015) and Reuben, 628 Fed. Appx.
509 (9th Cir. 2016)
– Dorrance overturned lower court and Reuben affirmed a lower court to this
result:
– When taxpayers received stock due to the demutualization of life insurance
companies (think, Prudential or MetLife), no part of the premiums paid by the
taxpayers for the life insurance policies could be allocated to “basis” in the
stock received as part of the demutualization. The taxpayers have no basis in
that stock when the stock is sold.
– The result in these to cases has created a split in the Federal Circuit Court,
which decided in a 2009 case that taxpayers did have basis in the stock
received as a result of demutualization (Fisher, 333 Fed. Appx. 572 (Fed. Cir.
2009)).

The Courts – Personal Clothing
• Barnes, TC Memo 2016-79
– Taxpayer worked in sales for Ralph Lauren Corp., and was
required to dress in the designer’s suits
– He took an itemized deduction for the cost of the clothing
– The Tax Court disagreed

• Clothing is deductible when:
–It is required or essential in the taxpayer’s
business
–The clothing is not suitable for general or
personal wear, and
–The clothing is not so worn
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The Courts – Charitable Donations
• Perry W. Payne, et al, v. Commissioner, TC Summary Opinion 201630
• Perry is a professor; wife is a contract specialist; AGI is more than
$150,000 in both 2010 and 2011, years that IRS audited
• Resided in a 1,600 sq. ft. home in Baltimore with a one-car garage,
owned an unfurnished townhome rented out intermittently during
those two years.
• Also owned two inherited houses in Memphis, TN. One of those
houses was rented to a third party all of 2010 and 2011; the other
was inherited some time during 2011 and was furnished
• The couple owned two sedan-style cars; they owned no trucks or
larger vehicles during 2010 or 2011

The Courts – Charitable Donations
• Perry W. Payne, et al, v. Commissioner, TC Summary Opinion 201630
• For 2010, they attached a Form 8283 to their return, and claimed
non-cash charitable contributions valued at $73,500 (of which
$56,600 was clothing)
• Similarly for 2011, they deducted non-cash charitable
contributions valued at $83,500 (of which $53,840 was clothing)
• They attached generic receipts from Lupus Foundation, Salvation
Army, National Children’s Center and the Salvation Army
• There was no report as to how property was acquired, what basis
was, how value was ascertained, etc.
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The Courts – Charitable Donations
• Perry W. Payne, et al, v. Commissioner, TC
Summary Opinion 2016-30
• Court found that taxpayers did not comply
with recordkeeping responsibilities, and
did not obtain “qualified appraisals” of the
property given
• “The quantity of furniture and large items
that (T/Ps) alleged to have possessed and
given to charities each year would likely
have not fit in their home…”
• Increase in tax and accuracy related
penalty was $22,369.12 and $4,473.82
respectively for 2010, and $26,788.00 and
$5,357.60 for 2011.

The Courts – Passive Activities
• Williams v. Commissioner, 117 AFTR 2d
2016-600 (US Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit,
Prior TC Memo 2015-076)
– Dr. Williams and spouse owned 100% of BEK
Medical (c corporation) and BEK Real Estate
Holdings (s corporation)
– BEK Real Estate is landlord to BEK Medical, and
had positive rental income in years at question
– Williams used income from BEK Real Restate to
offset other passive activities’ losses
– IRS disallowed, as BEK Real Estate’s losses are
non-passive pursuant to Reg. §1.469-2(f)(6)
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The Courts – Passive Activities
• Gragg v. U.S., 118 AFTR 2d 2016-5364 (831
F 3d 1189) (US Court of Appeals, Ninth
Circuit, Prior 113 AFTR 2d 2014-1647)
– T/Ps live in Pleasanton, CA – he’s an executive
and she’s a Realtor. Gross earnings average
+/- $435,000
– T/Ps own two rental properties – one in
Pleasanton, and one in Atlanta, GA, producing
losses of +/- $40,000
– The losses were deducted in full against salary
and other income, as Ms. Gragg was full-time
Realtor
– IRS disallowed, as Ms. Gragg’s time as a Realtor
cannot be applied against material
participation to rental activities under Reg.
§1.469-9(e)(3)(i)

The Courts – Travel, Meals and Entertainment
• Avery, TC Memo 2016-50
• Averys were the sole shareholders of an info
technology company called PCB, a c
corporation, with private and governmental
clients in the Virginia area
• James Avery provides onsite technical
assistance to clients, travelling in his personal
vehicle
• The Averys take their personal return to Max
Taylor for preparation for 2011. Mr. Taylor
claims on Schedule C mileage expense for
Avery of $39,991 (at the SMR, that equaled
about 75,000 business miles)
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The Courts – Travel, Meals and Entertainment
• Avery, TC Memo 2016-50
• Averys claim in audit that Mr. Avery had maintained a mileage log,
which was given to Taylor when the tax return was prepared, but
could not be found for the audit
• James Avery provided invoices to clients and reconstructed mileage
for January-April of 2011, and also provided some maintenance
receipts for the vehicle that was used
• The Averys agreed that the mileage should have been claimed as an
unreimbursed business expense, and not on Schedule C, as Taylor
had presented
• All of the mileage was disallowed due to the lack of compliance with
the strict recordkeeping requirements of Section 274, and the Averys
owed additional tax of $9,975 PLUS negligence penalty of $1,995

The Courts – Failure to Avoid S/E Tax with S
Corporation
• Ryan E. Fleischer v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-238
• T/P is a financial advisor in Omaha who, after graduating from U of N
obtained his Series 6, 7, 24, 63 and 65 licenses and started his career at
Waddell & Reed. After working there and at First National Bank he
struck out on his own.
• On February 2, 2006, he entered into a sales representative agreement
with LPL, and on March 13, 2008, he entered into a broker contract with
MassMutual. Both the LPL and MassMutual agreements were with Ryan
personally.
• After consulting with both his business attorney and his CPA, Ryan
incorporated Fleischer Wealth Plan (FWP) on February 7, 2006, and on
February 28, 2006, Ryan entered into an employment contract with
FWP.
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The Courts – Failure to Avoid S/E Tax with S Corporation
• Ryan E. Fleischer v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-238
• According to the Court, this is what was reported:
2009

2010

2011

Wages

34,851

34,856

34,996

FWP K-1 Income

11,924

147,642

115,327

(1,356)

(1,496)

S/E Health Insurance
Sch C Page One Gross Revenue

266,292

Sch C Page Two COGS (2010 “Reported by”)
--------------------------------------------------FWP Gross Income
FWP Total Expenses
FWP Net Income

(284,963)

(266,292)

---------------

----------------

----------------

147,617

289,201

266,292

(135,693)

(141,559)

(150,965)

11,924

147,642

115,327

The Courts – Failure to Avoid S/E Tax with S Corporation
• Ryan E. Fleischer v. Commissioner, TC Memo 2016-238
• The Tax Court applied the “Johnson” test (Johnson v. Commissioner, 78
T.C. 882, 891 (1982), affirmed without published opinion 734 F 2d 20 (9th
Cir. 1984)
1. The individual providing the services must be an employee of the
corporation whom the corporation can direct and control in a meaningful
sense; and
2. “There must exist between the corporation and the person or entity using
the services a contract or similar indicum recognizing the corporation’s
controlling position.”

• The Court then looked at the agreements between LPL and
MassMutual, which were NOT with FWP, and imputed all the income
back to Fleischer, and subjected all to self-employment tax.
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IRS
Pronouncements

IRS Allows Self-Certification for Late Rollovers of
Retirement Plan Funds
• As of 2/1/2016, IRS increased
the cost of a Private Letter
Ruling (PLR) with regards to a
60-day rollover of qualified
funds which was not met from
$500-$3,000 to $10,000
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IRS Allows Self-Certification for Late Rollovers of
Retirement Plan Funds
• Revenue Procedure 2016-47 describes a new procedure under which
a taxpayer can make a limited claim for waiver from the 60-day
rollover period
• The recipient IRA trustee, custodian, or issuer or plan administrator
may rely on the taxpayer’s self-certification unless that person has
knowledge of facts to the contrary.
• Taxpayer may make the rollover as valid as if it happened within the
60-day period unless and until the IRS determines otherwise
• The self-certification must conform “in all material respects” to the
sample in the revenue procedure’s appendix
• The IRS cannot have previously granted relief for the rollover, and the
taxpayer must have missed the 60-day period for one of 11 reasons

IRS Allows Self-Certification for Late Rollovers of
Retirement Plan Funds – The 11 Reasons
1. Financial institution receiving the
contribution/making the distribution to which the
rollover applies made a mistake;
2. The distribution check was misplaced and never
cashed;
3. The distribution was deposited into an account
that the taxpayer thought was an eligible
retirement plan;
4. The taxpayer’s principal residence was severely
damaged;
5. A member of the taxpayer’s family dies;
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IRS Allows Self-Certification for Late Rollovers of
Retirement Plan Funds – The 11 Reasons
6. The taxpayer or a
member of the taxpayer’s
family was seriously ill;
7. The taxpayer was
incarcerated;
8. Restrictions were
imposed by a foreign
country;

IRS Allows Self-Certification for Late Rollovers of
Retirement Plan Funds – The 11 Reasons
9. The post office made a mistake;
10.The proceeds were made on an
account due to a levy under IRC
§6331, the proceeds of which were
returned to the taxpayer; or
11.The party making the distribution
delayed providing information that
the receiving trustee/fiduciary
required to make the rollover, despite
the taxpayer’s reasonable efforts to
obtain the information
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IRS Acquiesces to Per-Taxpayer Interpretation of
Mortgage Interest Deduction Limits (AOD 2016-02,
8/3/2016)
Bruce H. Voss/Charles J. Sophy v. Comm., 116
AFTR 2d 2015-5529, 8/7/2015 (Reversing Lower
Court)
• Reversed the Tax Court Decision against the taxpayers,
who are Registered Domestic Partners (RDP) in California.
• In 2000, they purchase a home in Rancho Mirage, taking
out a $486,300 mortgage; in 2002 they refi that mortgage
to $500,000, on which they are jointly and severally
liable.
• Bought Beverly Hills home in 2002, financed with a
$2,240,000 mortgage. In 2003, they refi that mortgage to
$2,000,000, jointly and severally liable, and at the same
time obtain a $300,000 line of credit.

IRS Augments 2015 Announcement Concerning
Identity Protection Services
• Identity protection services
received, without cost, before or
after a data security breach (think
Yahoo! or OPM) are not taxable to
the recipients
• However, if the breached
individuals receive cash in lieu of
(or in addition to) the protection
services, or received under an
identity theft insurance policy, the
cash would be taxable
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IRS Announces Mileage Rates for 2017
2016
Business Miles
Medical Miles
Moving Miles
Charitable

2017
$.54
$.19
$.19
$.14

$.535
$.17
$.17
$.14

2704 Proposed Regulations
• August, 2016, IRS issued “Estate, Gift, and Generation-Skipping
Transfer Taxes: Restrictions on Liquidation of an Interest,”
effectively eliminating discounts applied to business valuations in
the transfers of minority interests to family members
• Hearings were conducted December 1 at the Treasury
Department concerning the proposed Regs, and only one of the
36 people who testified spoke in favor of the proposed Regs
• Cathy Hughes, from the Treasury’s Department of Tax Policy,
offered some assurance to the December 1 audience that the
intention of the rules was not to take away discounts entirely
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A Better Way and the
Potential for
Significant Tax Reform
in 2017

A Better Way & Trump Proposals
• The Republicans will control the House, the Senate and the
White House in January of 2017
• The last re-write of the Internal Revenue Code was 1986.
Before that, was 1954.
• Currently, there are more than 77,000 pages of Regulations
attached to the current Code
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A Better Way & Trump Proposals
• June 24, 2016, the Republicans issued a 35-page white paper on
how they would approach tax reform (www.better.gop)

• Clinton had a double-digit lead in polls on June 14, 2016 (49% to
37%, according to Bloomberg Politics)

A Better Way & Trump Proposals
• Individual Tax Rates
– Currently, there are seven tax rates
for individual taxpayers: 10%, 15%,
25%, 28%, 33%, 35%, and 39.6%.
The 10% bracket ends for married
couples filing joint at $18,550; the
39.6% rate for married couples filing
joint begins at $466,950. If a single
filer, the numbers are $9,275 and
$415,050
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A Better Way & Trump Proposals
• Individual Tax Rates

President-Elect Trump Proposals
Tax Rate
12% of Taxable
Income Up To
25% of Taxable
Income
33% of Taxable
Income Above

Married Joint
$75,000

Single
$37,500

From $75,001
To $225,000
$225,000

From $37,501
To $112,500
$112,500

A Better Way & Trump Proposals

Single Taxpayers
Ordinary Income Tax
Rates
$0-$10,350

Current Law

Trump Proposal
0%

0%

$10,351-$15,000

10%

0%

$15,001-$19,625

10%

12%

$19,626-$48,000

15%

12%

$48,001-$52,500

25%

12%

$52,501-$101,500

25%

25%

$101,501-$127,500

28%

25%

$127,501-$200,500

28%

33%

$200,501-423,700

33%

33%

35%

33%

39.6%

33%

$423,701-$425,400
Over $425,400
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A Better Way & Trump Proposals

Married Filing Jointly Taxpayers
Ordinary Income Tax
Rates

Current Law

$0-$20,700

Trump Proposal
0%

0%

$20,701-$30,000

10%

0%

$30,001-$39,250

10%

12%

$39,251-$96,000

15%

12%

$96,001-$105,000

25%

12%

$105,001-$172,600

25%

25%

$172,601-$252,150

28%

25%

$252,151-$255,000

28%

33%

$255,001-433,750

33%

33%

$433,751-$487,650

35%

33%

39.6%

33%

Over $487,650

A Better Way & Trump Proposals

The Republican “A Better Way”
Tax Rate

Married Joint

Single

12% of Taxable Income Up
To

What is Currently the Top of
the 15% Bracket ($0 to
$75,300)

What is Currently the Top
of the 15% Bracket ($0 to
$37,650)

25% of Taxable Income
From

What is Currently Up to 28%
($75,301-$231,450)

What is Currently Up to
28% ($37,651-$190,150)

33% of Taxable Income
Above

$231,451

$190,151
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A Better Way & Trump Proposals
• Both would repeal the Alternative Minimum
Tax
• Both would offer incentives for savings and
investments
– Trump would retain preferential tax treatment
(0%/15%/20%) for Long-Term Capital Gains and
Qualified Dividends
– A Better Way would offer a 50% deduction of
interest, dividends and capital gains before
computing tax

A Better Way & Trump Proposals
Current Law
Standard
Deduction –
MFJ
Standard
Deduction –
Single
Personal and
Dependency
Exemptions

Trump
“A Better Way”
Proposal
Proposal
$12,600
$30,000
$24,000

$6,300

$15,000

$18,000

$4,050@

None

None
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A Better Way & Trump Proposals
• Trump would cap itemized
deductions at $200,000 for a married
couple filing jointly ($100,000 for
single filers)
• “A Better Way” would only allow
deductions for Home Mortgage
Interest and Charitable Donations
• Neither proposal allows for Head of
Household or Qualifying Widow or
Widower Filing Status
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Trump Proposals
• Trump would allow an “above the line”
adjustment for certain child and elder care
expenses
– Available to married taxpayers with income up to
$500,000 and single taxpayers up to $250,000
– A refundable credit of 7.65% of child care expenses
(not to exceed 50% of T/P’s FICA taxes)
• Restricted to MFJ with income less than $62,400 or less
($31,200 or less if single)

• A new tax-favored dependent care savings
account with maximum contribution of $2k with
potential of government match

A Better Way and Trump Proposals
Both proposals would repeal the
Estate Tax
However, Trump proposes capital
gains on assets held until death
and valued at more than $10
million (assumed to apply per
couple) would be subject to tax
(and carryover basis?!?)
Neither proposal addresses gift
taxes, which could lead to a twotrack system?
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Trump Proposals for Businesses
• Take the maximum C corporation rate from 35% to
a flat rate of 15%
• This would also apply to the profits of sole
proprietorships, partnerships, s corporations, and
LLCs taxed as partnerships or s corporations or c
corporations – so long as the profits were retained
by the business entity
– For both A Better Way and Trump proposals,
“Reasonable Compensation” will become even
more important issues!

• Increase the expensing provision (IRC §179) from
$500,000 to $1,000,000

Trump Proposals for Businesses
• Allow manufacturers to deduct 100% of
“capital investments” – but foregoing interest
deductions, and
• Eliminating certain “tax expenditures”
• Increase tax credits for corporation’s onsite
childcare facility
• Tax “carried interest” as ordinary income
• Repatriate offshore income (c corporations) for
a one-time 10% rate
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“A Better Way” Business Proposals
• Small business and pass-through entity income
would be taxed at a flat 25%
• C corporation tax would be dropped from a
graduated rate of up to 35% to a flat rate of
20%
• There would be an allowance of the immediate
write-off of all capital expenditures in the year
of purchase (except land), but there would be
no write-off for interest expense
• Net operating losses would carry forward, not
back

“A Better Way” Business Proposals
• There would be a
correction to the “tax”
competitiveness of the US
products exported
• Tax on international sales
would be territorial
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And Now
It’s Your
Turn!
Questions?
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